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(54) Recording medium and blood glucose monitoring system

(57) A recording medium (1) includes a sensor cir-

cuit unit (11) generating a current in accordance with a

blood glucose level in blood, and a control unit (13) cal-

culating blood glucose level data from the data obtained

by digital conversion of the generated current at signal

processing unit (12), writing the calculated data to an

EEPROM (14) as a memory unit, reading the blood glu-

cose level data from EEPROM (14) and transmitting the

same to a portable terminal on which recording medium

(1) is mounted, through a communication control unit

FIG.3

(1 6). The recording medium (1 ) further includes a power

supply control unit (18) receiving power from the porta-

ble terminal on which the recording medium (1) is

mounted, and supplying power to various portions in the

recording medium (1). As a result, the recording medium

(1) can be utilized, when mounted on the portable ter-

minal (2), as a blood glucose monitoring apparatus, and

can be used in a system for providing bi-directional serv-

ice between the portable terminal (2) and a server (4)

managing the blood glucose information received from

the portable terminal (2) connected to a network (5).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a recording

medium attached to a portable terminal and using the

portable terminal as a blood glucose monitoring appa-

ratus and to a blood glucose monitoring system. More

specifically, the present invention relates to a recording

medium attached to a portable terminal that can be con-

nected to a network and using the portable terminal as

a blood glucose monitoring apparatus that can be con-

nected to the network, and to a blood glucose monitoring

system.

Description of the Background Art

[0002] Control of blood glucose level is a basic treat-

ment of diabetes. For proper control of the blood glucose

level, it is necessary to monitor variation in blood glu-

cose level on a day-to-day basis to see if the level is well

controlled.

[0003] Recently, apparatuses for Self-Monitoring of

Blood Glucose (SMBG) that enables monitoring of blood

glucose level, which was possible only at a medical in-

stitution in the past, in a simple manner by the user be-

come commercially available. Thus, it is possible to

monitor the blood glucose level at home in a simple

manner.

[0004] The apparatuses for self-monitoring of blood

glucose can be roughly classified into ones that use

electrode method in which taken blood is caused to re-

act with a glucose oxidizing enzyme fixed on an elec-

trode or a test paper, and a current resulting from the

reaction is measured, and ones that use paper test in

which the taken sample is put on a test paper, and the

blood glucose level is measured from the degree of color

change on the test paper.

[0005] Generally, most of the commercially available

apparatuses for self-monitoring of blood glucose adopt

the electrode method in view of measurement accuracy

or the like.

[0006] Known apparatuses of self-monitoring of blood

glucose using the electrode method include various

types such as the type in which skin is punctuated by a

puncturing device with a puncture needle, blood sample

thus obtained is put on a test paper, and the test paper

is mounted on a monitoring apparatus for monitoring,

the type in which puncturing and monitoring functions

are integrated, and the non-invasive type that utilizes

gingival crevice fluid or near-infrared lay to eliminate the

necessity of the puncture needle.

[0007] Further, among the commercially available ap-

paratuses for self-monitoring of blood glucose using the

electrode method, some have a data output function en-

abling output of the data of measurement, so that, when

connected to a dedicated connecting apparatus, the

measurement data can be transmitted, for example, to

a personal computer, enabling data management by the

personal computer.

5 [0008] The above described apparatuses for self-

monitoring of blood glucose are, basically, used as

stand alone apparatuses. A user of the apparatus for

self-monitoring of blood glucose controls his/her blood

glucose level and manages the tendency of the blood

10 glucose level, by dietetic therapy or by determining dose

of insulin, based on the measured value displayed at a

display unit of the apparatus for self-monitoring of blood

glucose.

[0009] It is possible, however, that a patient of diabe-

15 tes needs immediate consultation with a physician de-

pendent on the result of measured blood glucose level,

and further, there may be an emergency case that be-

cause of the abnormality in blood glucose level, physical

condition of a patient so deteriorates that the patient

20 cannot by himself/herself visit a hospital nearby, after

he/she has measured the blood glucose level by the

above described apparatus for self-monitoring of blood

glucose.

[0010] In such a case, it is impossible to ask for im-

25 mediate diagnosis by a physician, for example, when

the user uses the apparatus for self-monitoring of blood

glucose of the above described type. Even when the ap-

paratus for self-monitoring of blood glucose that can be

connective to a personal computer described above, a

30 dedicated connector apparatus is necessary for con-

necting the self-monitoring apparatus with the personal

computer. Therefore, it is impossible to cope with the

above described urgent situation when the user is away
from home.

35 [0011] The apparatuses for self-monitoring of blood

glucose described above all require a display device for

displaying measured values and a power supply battery

for driving internal devices. Therefore, there is a prob-

lem that the apparatuses are large.

40

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention was made to solve the

above described problems, and an object is to provide

45 a recording medium capable of measuring blood glu-

cose, which is mounted on a portable terminal to use

the portable terminal as a blood glucose monitoring ap-

paratus, and which is used in a system having the port-

able terminal and a server managing blood glucose level

so data received from the portable terminal connected to a

network and providing bi-directional service between

the terminal and the server.

[0013] Another object of the present invention is to

provide a blood glucose monitoring system including a

ss recording medium which is mounted on a portable ter-

minal to use the portable terminal as a blood glucose

monitoring apparatus and which is used in a system

having the portable terminal and a server managing

2
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blood glucose level data received from the portable ter-

minal connected to a network for providing bi-directional

service between the terminal and the server, and the

portable terminal to which the recording medium is

mounted.

[001 4] A still further object of the present invention is

to provide a recording medium capable of blood glucose

monitoring that is highly portable.

[0015] The present invention provides a recording

medium operating mounted on a portable terminal ca-

pable of supplying power, including: a communication

control unit exchanging data with the portable terminal;

a sensor circuit unit generating a current in accordance

with a blood glucose level of taken blood; a signal

processing unit converting the generated current to a

digital data and outputting the data; an electrically eras-

able and programmable non-volatile memory unit stor-

ing blood glucose level data converted based on the da-

ta output from the signal processing unit; a control unit

converting the data output from the signal processing

unit to the blood glucose level data, writing the convert-

ed data to the memory unit, reading the blood glucose

level data from the memory unit and transmitting the da-

ta to the portable terminal through the communication

control unit; and a power supply control unit receiving

power from the portable terminal and supplying power

to the sensor circuit unit, the signal processing unit, the

memory unit, the communication control unit and the

control unit.

[0016] Preferably, the portable terminal transmits

through a communication network, measured blood glu-

cose level data to a server that manages the blood glu-

cose level of a customer.

[0017] Preferably, the portable terminal displays the

measured blood glucose level data.

[0018] Preferably, the portable terminal is one of a

portable telephone, a personal digital assistant and a

portable personal computer.

[0019] According to another aspect, the present in-

vention provides a blood glucose monitoring system in-

cluding a portable terminal and a recording medium op-

erating mounted on the portable terminal, wherein the

portable terminal includes a first communication unit ex-

changing data with the recording medium, a power sup-

ply unit supplying power to the recording medium and a

first control unit; the recording medium includes a sec-

ond communication control unit exchanging data with

the portable terminal, a sensor circuit unit generating a

current in accordance with blood glucose level of ob-

tained blood, a signal processing unit converting the

generated current to digital data and outputting the dig-

ital data, an electrically erasable and programmable

non-volatile memory unit storing blood glucose level da-

ta converted based on the data output from the signal

processing unit, a second control unit converting the da-

ta output from the signal processing unit to the blood

glucose level data and writing in the memory unit, read-

ing the blood glucose level data from the memory unit

and transmitting the read data to the portable terminal

through the second communication control unit, and a

power supply control unit receiving power from the port-

able terminal and supplying power to the sensor circuit

5 unit, the signal processing unit, the memory unit, the

second communication control unit and the second con-

trol unit; and the first control unit controls the first com-

munication control unit when the blood glucose data is

received from the recording medium.
w [0020] Preferably, the portable terminal further in-

cludes a third communication control unit exchanging

data with the server managing the blood glucose level

of the customer through a communication network, and

the first control unit further provides to the third commu-
15 nication control unit the blood glucose level data re-

ceived from the recording medium when transmitting the

blood glucose level data to the server.

[0021] Preferably, the portable terminal further in-

cludes a display unit displaying the blood glucose level

20 data, and the first control unit further applies to the dis-

play unit the blood glucose level data received from the

recording medium when displaying the blood glucose

data on the display unit.

[0022] According to the recording medium or the

25 blood glucose monitoring system in accordance with the

present invention, the blood glucose level can be meas-

ured using a portable terminal that can be connected to

a network as a blood glucose monitoring apparatus.

Therefore, the measured blood glucose level can be
30 transmitted on the network using the portable terminal,

and therefore, the blood glucose level data can be man-

aged by a server installed at a medical institution, or the

data stored in the server may be utilized for telemedi-

cine.

35 [0023] Further, according to the recording medium or

the blood glucose monitoring system of the present in-

vention, the blood glucose level can be measured using

a commercially available portable terminal as the blood

glucose monitoring apparatus. Therefore, a dedicated

40 blood glucose monitoring apparatus is unnecessary, a

trouble such as failure of measurement resulting from

malfunction of the dedicated blood glucose monitoring

apparatus can be prevented, and the cost for the user

can also be reduced, as the dedicated blood glucose

45 monitoring apparatus is unnecessary.

[0024] According to the recording medium of the

present invention, as the measured blood glucose level

data is stored as it is on the recording medium, it be-

comes possible, when the recording medium is mount-

50 ed to various apparatuses related to diabetes including

a medicine (insulin) administering apparatus or a next

generation pen device, to share the blood glucose level

data among such apparatuses. Thus, very convenient

treatment of diabetes such as artificial pancreas that in-

55 tegrates measurement of blood glucose level and ad-

ministration of appropriate medicine becomes possible.

[0025] Further, according to the recording medium of

the present invention, the recording medium itself does

3
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not includes the display device and the battery for driv-

ing the apparatus, and the display device and power

supply battery of the portable terminal on which the re-

cording medium is mounted are utilized. Thus, the re-

cording medium itself can be made very compact, and

a blood glucose monitoring apparatus, which is highly

portable, is realized.

[0026] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-

pects and advantages of the present invention will be-

come more apparent from the following detailed de-

scription of the present invention when taken in conjunc-

tion with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027J

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram representing the con-

cept of the blood glucose monitoring system using

the recording medium in accordance with the

present invention.

Fig. 2 shows an appearance of the recording medi-

um used in the blood glucose monitoring system

shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram representing a configura-

tion of the recording medium used in the blood glu-

cose monitoring system shown in Fig. 1

.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram representing a configura-

tion of a monitoring system including a portable tel-

ephone and a recording medium, used in the blood

glucose monitoring system shown in Fig. 1

.

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram representing a con-

cept of the telemedicine system, using the blood

glucose monitoring system shown in Fig. 1

.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are first to third flow charts repre-

senting the process steps performed by the tele-

medicine system shown in Fig. 5.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0028] Embodiments of the present invention will be

described in detail with reference to the figures. In the

figures, the same or corresponding portions are denoted

by the same reference characters, and description

thereof will not be repeated.

[0029] Fig. 1 shows a concept of a blood glucose

monitoring system usable on a network, in which blood

glucose level data measured by mounting the recording

medium in accordance with the present invention on a

portable terminal is transmitted from the portable termi-

nal through a network to a server.

[0030] Referring to Fig. 1 , the blood glucose monitor-

ing system 100 includes a recording medium 1, a port-

able telephone 2, a wireless base station 3, a server 4,

and a network 5 to which wireless base station 3 and

server 4 are connected.

[0031 ] Recording medium 1 includes a blood glucose

sensor for measuring glucose level of blood therein, and

it is in compliance with the specification of a commer-
cially available compact memory card that can be used

mounted on a portable telephone or other personal dig-

5 ital assistant. Recording medium 1 is mounted on port-

able telephone 2 that accommodates the above de-

scribed compact memory card, and operates while re-

ceiving power from portable telephone 2. Recording me-

dium 1 monitors, while mounted on portable telephone

10 2, the blood glucose level by detecting a current that is

generated in accordance with the level of glucose con-

tained in the blood absorbed by a test paper 6, and

stores and holds the blood glucose level data. The re-

cording medium 1 stores the blood glucose level data

is in a non-volatile memory unit, and therefore the blood

glucose level data is not lost even when recording me-
dium 1 is detached from portable telephone 2 after

measurement of the blood glucose level.

[0032] Recording medium 1 measures the blood glu-

20 cose level when it is mounted on portable telephone 2,

and transmits the blood glucose level data to portable

telephone 2. Upon request from the user of portable tel-

ephone 2, recording medium 1 also transmits blood glu-

cose level data measured in the past and stored and
25 held therein to portable telephone 2.

[0033] Portable telephone 2 is a commercially availa-

ble portable telephone connectable to a network, on

which recording medium 1 can be mounted. When re-

cording medium 1 is mounted, the portable telephone 2

30 supplies power for operation of recording medium 1 , and

displays on its display unit the blood glucose level data

measured by recording medium 1 . Further, portable tel-

ephone 2 transmits measured data of blood glucose lev-

el received from recording medium 1 through wireless

35 base station 3 and network 5 to server 4.

[0034] Wireless base station 3 is a relay station con-

necting portable telephone 2 to network 5. Server 4 re-

ceives the blood glucose level data measured by record-

ing medium 1 from portable telephone 2 through wire-

40 less base station 3 and network 5, and stores and man-

ages the received blood glucose level data. Network 5
is one that is capable of bi-directional communication,

such as the Internet.

[0035] In this manner, the personally measured blood

45 glucose level data is transmitted through network 5 to

server 4. Further, blood glucose monitoring system 100

may provide various services based on the blood glu-

cose level data received by server 4.

[0036] Recording medium 1 used for blood glucose

.50 monitoring system 1 00 measures the blood glucose lev-

el of the blood on a test paper 6, with the test paper 6
to which obtained blood sample is applied being mount-

ed on the medium.

[0037] Fig. 2 shows the manner how the test paper 6

55 is mounted on recording medium 1 . The user of record-

ing medium 1 puts a small amount of blood on a pre-

scribed tip end of test paper 6, inserts the test paper 6

into an inlet port of recording medium 1 , and blood glu-

4
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cose level is measured by recording medium 1 with test

paper 6 inserted, mounted on portable telephone 2. A
disposable test paper used for one measurement only

is used as test paper 6. The blood sample is applied to

test paper 6 by putting a puncture needle on one's finger

tip, for example, by a dedicated puncture device having

a puncture needle at a tip end, thus obtaining a small

amount of blood.

[0038] Referring to Fig. 3 t recording medium 1 in-

cludes a sensor circuit unit 11 , a signal processing unit

12, a control unit 13, an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable

Programmable Read Only Memory) 1 4 as a non-volatile

memory unit, an RAM (Random Access Memory) 15 as

a volatile memory unit, a communication control unit 1 6,

a bus 17 and a power supply control unit 18. Recording

medium 1 further includes an inlet port 1 91 , a data input/

output terminal 192 and a power supply terminal 193.

[0039] Inlet port 191 is for inserting test paper 6 for

mounting the test paper 6 on which obtained blood is

applied, on recording medium 1

.

[0040] Data input/output terminal 1 92 is joined to a da-

ta input/output terminal of portable telephone 2, and ex-

changes data between recording medium 1 and porta-

ble telephone 2.

[0041 ] Power supply terminal 1 93 is joined to a power

supply output terminal of portable telephone 2, and pow-

er is supplied from power supply unit of portable tele-

phone 2 to power supply control unit 1 8.

[0042] Sensor circuit 11 uses, for example, an en-

zyme electrode having glucose dehydrogenase fixed

with a redox mediator interposed, as an electrode, and

generates a current from enzyme reaction between glu-

cose in the blood and glucose dehydrogenase. Thus,

the recording medium 1 in accordance with the present

invention is capable of detecting blood glucose from a

very small amount of blood.

[0043] Signal processing unit 12 converts the current

generated from sensor circuit unit 11 to a digital signal

and outputs the same.

[0044] Control unit 1 3 is, for example, an MPU (Micro

Processing Unit), that performs conversion of the data

converted to digital data and output from signal process-

ing unit 12 to blood glucose level data, writing of blood

glucose level data to EEPROM 1 4 storing the blood glu-

cose level data and reading of the blood glucose level

data from EEPROM14, and transmission of read glu-

cose level data to portable telephone 2 on which record-

ing medium 1 is mounted.

[0045] EEPROM 14 is an electrically erasable and

programmable non-volatile flash memory, which stores

blood glucose levels of a plurality of measurements.

[0046] RAM15 is a work memory for control unit 13.

[0047] Communication control unit 1 6 exchanges da-

ta between recording medium 1 and potable telephone

2 through data input/output terminal 192.

[0048] Bus 1 7 is a data communication path between

each of sensor circuit unit 11 , signal processing unit 1 2,

control unit 13, EEPROM 14, RAM 15 and communica-

tion control unit 16.

[0049] Power control unit 18 receives power from

portable telephone 2 through power supply terminal

193, as recording medium 1 itself does not have any

5 power source, and supplies a prescribed power for op-

eration, to sensor circuit unit 11 ,
signal processing unit

12, control unit 13, EEPROM 14, RAM 15 and commu-
nication control unit 1 6.

[0050] When test paper 6 with obtained blood applied

10 is inserted to inlet port 1 91 of recording medium 1 , sen-

sor circuit unit 11 detects the current generated in ac-

cordance with the blood glucose level of the blood on

test paper 6, and outputs the detected current to signal

processing unit 12. Signal processing unit 12 converts

is the current generated by sensor circuit unit 1 1 to digital

data and outputs to control unit 13. Control unit 13 tem-

porarily writes the data received from signal processing

unit 12 to RAM 15, reads the data from RAM 15, con-

verts the read data to blood glucose level data, and
20 writes to EEPROM 14.

[0051 ] Control unit 1 3 transmits the blood glucose lev-

el data to portable telephone 2 through communication

control unit 16, so as to display the result of measure-

ment of blood glucose level on a display unit of portable

25 telephone 2, or to transmit the blood glucose level data

from portable telephone 2 to server 4 through network

5. Further, upon reception of a request for transmitting

blood glucose level data of the past necessary for dis-

playing the progress of the blood glucose level from

30 portable telephone 2, control unit 1 3 successively reads

the past blood glucose level data from EEPROM 14 in

order, writes the read data in RAM 15 temporarily and

reads the data from RAM 15 and transmits to portable

telephone 2 through communication control unit 16.

35 [0052] Fig. 4 shows a configuration of the blood glu-

cose monitoring system including recording medium 1

and portable telephone 2. Portable telephone 2 includes

communication control units 21 , 22, a control unit 23, a
display unit 24, a bus 25 and a power supply unit 26.

to Portable telephone 2 further includes a data input/output

terminal 271 , a power supply terminal 272 and an an-

tenna 273.

[0053] Data input/output terminal 271 is joined to data

input/output terminal 192 of recording medium 1, and
45 exchanges data between recording medium 1 and port-

able telephone 2.

[0054] Power supply terminal 272 is joined to power
supply terminal 193 of recording medium 1, and sup-

plies power from power supply unit 26 of portable tele-

50 phone 2 to power supply control unit 1 8 of recording me-
dium 1

.

[0055] Antenna 273 transmits blood glucose level da-

ta measured by recording medium 1 to wireless base
station 3. Through wireless base station 3 and network

55 5, the blood glucose level data is transmitted to server 4.

[0056] Communication control unit 21 exchanges da-

ta between portable telephone 2 and recording medium
1 through data input/output terminal 271.

5
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[0057] Communication control unit 22 exchanges da-

ta between portable telephone 2 and wireless base sta-

tion 3 connected to network 5, through an antenna 273.

[0058] Control unit 23 is implemented by an MPU, for

example, which controls communication control units

21 , 22 and display unit 24, to perform transmission/re-

ception of data to and from the mounted recording me-
dium 1 , transmission/reception of data to and from serv-

er 4 through wireless base station 3 and network 5, and

display of blood glucose level data on display unit 24,

which will be described later.

[0059] Display unit 24 displays the blood glucose level

data measured by recording medium 1

.

[0060] Bus 25 is a data communication path between

each of communication control units 21 , 22, control unit

23 and display unit 24.

[0061 ] Power supply unit 26 supplies power for oper-

ation of communication control units 21 , 22, control unit

23 and display unit 24. Power supply unit 26 further sup-

plies power for operation of recording medium 1 to pow-

er supply control unit 1 8 of recording medium 1 ,
through

power supply terminal 272 and power supply terminal

193 of recording medium 1

.

[0062] When test paper 6 with obtained blood applied

is inserted to inlet port 191 of recording medium 1 , sen-

sor circuit unit 1 1 detect a current generated in accord-

ance with the glucose level of the blood on test paper 6 t

and outputs the current to signal processing unit 1 2. Sig-

nal processing unit 12 converts the current output from

sensor circuit unit 1 1 to digital data and outputs to control

unit 13. Control unit 13 temporarily writes the data re-

ceived from signal processing unit 12 to RAMI 5, and
reads data from RAMI 5, converts to blood glucose level

data, and writes the converted data to EEPROM14.
Control unit 13 transmits the blood glucose level data to

portable telephone 2 through communication control

unit 16, in order to display the measured blood glucose

level data on display unit 24 of portable telephone 2, or

to transmit the blood glucose level data from portable

telephone 2 to server 4 through antenna 273, wireless

base station 3 and network 5.

[0063] Upon reception of blood glucose level data

from recording medium 1 through communication con-

trol unit 21, control unit 23 of portable telephone 2 out-

puts the blood glucose level data to display unit 24, and
display unit 24 displays the blood glucose level data.

Control unit 23 transmits the received blood glucose lev-

el data to communication control unit 22, and instructs

to transmit the data to server 4. Communication control

unit 22 transmits blood glucose level data to wireless

base station 3 through antenna 273, and the blood glu-

cose level data is transmitted through wireless base sta-

tion 3 and network 5 to server 4.

[0064] Upon reception of a request for transmitting

past blood glucose level data necessary for displaying

the progress of the blood glucose level from portable

telephone 2 through communication control unit 16,

control unit 13 of recording medium 1 successively

reads the blood glucose level data of the past from EEP-
ROM 14 and temporarily writes to RAMI 5, and reads

the data from RAMI 5 and transmits to portable tele-

phone 2 through communication control unit 16. Upon
5 reception of the past blood glucose level data from re-

cording medium 1 through communication control unit

21 , control unit 23 of portable telephone 2 successively

outputs the blood glucose level data on display unit 24 t

and display unit 24 displays the progress of the past

10 blood glucose level.

[0065] A telemedicine system using a portable medi-

cal terminal would be described as an embodiment uti-

lizing recording medium 1 of the present invention.

[0066] Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram representing a
is telemedicine system 200. Referring to Fig. 5, telemedi-

cine system 200 includes portable telephone 2 on which

recording medium 1 is mounted, and server 4 storing

customer information on a data base. Portable tele-

phone 2 and server 4 are connected by network 5 and
20 wireless base station 3 described with reference to Fig.

1. In telemedicine system 200, a contract physician/

medical institution 7, a hospital 8 and an advertiser 9

are connected to server 4 or potable telephone 2

through network 5 t by using a portable telephone or per-

25 sonal computer of its own.

[0067] Server 4 has a customer database 41 holding

data of customers of telemedicine system 200, and re-

ceives, in advance, profile data of the customers from

portable telephones 2 of customers and stores the re-

30 ceived data in customer database 41 . Further, server 4
performs analysis and diagnosis on blood glucose level

data transmitted from a portable telephone 2, and trans-

mits to portable telephone 2 the result of diagnosis and
various advise information. Further, when the blood glu-

35 cose level data received from portable telephone 2 is

determined to be abnormal, server 4 transmits the blood

glucose level data to contract physician/medical institu-

tion 7, as will be described later. When an emergency
information that the blood glucose level data received

to from portable telephone 2 is abnormal and urgent re-

sponse is necessary is received from contract physi-

cian/medical institution 7, server 4 makes a consultation

reservation of the customer at hospital 8 near the cus-

tomer, or transmits customer data stored in customer
45 data base 41 , in accordance with an instruction from

contract physician/medical institution 7 included in the

emergency information.

[0068] Contract physician/medical institution 7 repre-

sents a contract physician or a medical institution having

50 a contract with a managing company operating the tele-

medicine system 200, and the physician or institution

performs analysis and diagnosis on the blood glucose

level data received from server 4, and returns the result

of diagnosis and various advises to server 4. When the

55 contract physician/medical institution 7 determines that

an urgent response is necessary as a result of analyzing

blood glucose level data, the physician or institution

transmits emergency information to server 4 including

6
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an instruction to the customer to have a consultation at

hospital 8 nearby, or an instruction to transfer customer

data to hospital 8.

[0069] Hospital 8 receives consultation reservation of

a customer who needs urgent consultation as well as

the customer data from server 4, reserves consultation

of the customer, and contact to the customer, urging visit

to the hospital for consultation.

[0070] The customer of telemedicine system 200,

who is the user of portable telephone 2, obtains blood

sample and puts the blood on test paper 6, inserts the

test paper to recording medium 1 , and measures the

blood glucose level, by mounting recording medium 1

on portable telephone 2. The customer connects porta-

ble telephone 2 to server 4
(
and transmits the measured

blood glucose level data to server 4. Alternatively, port-

able telephone 2 may be adopted to automatically con-

nect to server 4 and to transmit blood glucose level data,

so as to prevent failure to transmit the measured blood

glucose level data.

[0071] Server 4 stores the blood glucose level data

received from portable telephone 2 in customer data-

base 41 , in association with profile data of the customer.

The profile data of the customer includes information

identifying the customer such as name, age and sex,

clinical history of the customer, past diagnosis, contact

address in case of emergency, and contact address of

the customer's family in case of emergency. Server 4

makes a diagnosis on the blood glucose level data of

the customer received from portable telephone 2, and

transmits the result of diagnosis and various advise in-

formation in accordance with the result of diagnosis, to

portable telephone 2. Further, when it is determined that

the blood glucose level data of the customer is abnor-

mal, server 4 transmits the abnormal blood glucose level

data to contract physician/medical institution 7, and

asks for diagnosis on the blood glucose level data.

[0072] Contract physician/medical institution 7 per-

forms analysis and diagnosis of the abnormal blood glu-

cose level data, and transmits the result of diagnosis

and related advice information to server 4. Upon recep-

tion of the result of diagnosis and advise information on

the abnormal blood glucose level data from contract

physician/medical institution 7, server 4 transmits the re-

sult and information to portable telephone 2. When the

contract physician/medical institution 7 determines, as

a result of diagnosis on the abnormal blood glucose lev-

el data, that an urgent response is necessary, the phy-

sician or institution transmits emergency information to

server 4, including an instruction for the customer to

have a consultation at a hospital 8 nearby, in addition to

the result of diagnosis and the advise information.

[0073] Upon reception of the emergency information

from contract physician/medical institution 7, server 4

transmits an emergency report based on the emergency

information to portable telephone 2, as well as to the

contact address of the customer's family stored in the

customer database. Further, server 4 transmits informa-

tion including consultation reservation of the customer,

profile data of the customer, the abnormal blood glucose

level data measured this time, and a result of diagnosis

made by the contract physician/medical institution 7, to

5 hospital 8 nearby, designated by contract physician/

medical institution 7.

[0074] Upon reception of the information of a custom-

er requiring urgent consultation from server 4, the hos-

pital 8 reserves consultation, in accordance with the in-

10 struction from contract physician/medical institution 7

and makes a contact to the customer, or when it is im-

possible for the customer to visit the hospital 8 by him-

self/herself, delivers an ambulance to the customer.

Thus, the customer has a consultation at the hospital 8.

is [0075] A process flow of the above described tele-

medicine system 200 will be described in detail with ref-

erence to Figs. 6 to 8.

[0076] Referring to Fig. 6, the customer receiving the

service of telemedicine system 200 transmits, in ad-

20 vance, profile data of the customer from portable tele-

phone 2 to server 4 (step S1 ), and server 4 registers the

profile data of the customer received from portable tel-

ephone 2 in a customer data server 41 (step S2). The
customer puts the obtained blood sample on test paper

25 6, inserts the test paper 6 to recording medium 1 , and

mounts the recording medium 1 on portable telephone

2 to measure the blood glucose level (step S3). When
measurement of the blood glucose level ends, the cus-

tomer accesses from portable telephone 2 to server 4,

3o and transmits the measured blood glucose level data to

server 4 (step S4).

[0077] Server 4 receives the blood glucose level data

from portable telephone 2 (step S5), analyzes the blood

glucose level data, and makes a diagnosis of "normal",

35 "slightly problematic", "problematic" and "abnormal"

(step S6).

[0078] When it is diagnosed that the received blood

glucose level data is "normal" (step S7), the server 4

transmits the result of diagnosis and various advise in-

*o formation based on the analysis/diagnosis to portable

telephone 2 (step S8). The customer, who have sent the

blood glucose level data from portable telephone 2, re-

ceives the result of diagnosis and advise information on

the transmitted blood glucose level data, from server 4
45 (step S9).

[0079] When it is diagnosed that the blood glucose

level data is not "normal" (step S7), the server 4 further

requests additional measurement of the blood glucose

level, and an answer to a questionnaire transmitted as

50 attached, to portable telephone 2 (step S1 0).

[0080] When the customer receives at portable tele-

phone 2 the request of additional measurement and at-

tached questionnaire from server 4 (step S11), the cus-

tomer again obtains a blood sample, applies it to test

55 paper 6 t inserts the test paper 6 to recording medium 1

,

mounts recording medium 1 on portable telephone 2,

and measures the blood glucose level (step S1 2). Then,

the customer accesses from portable telephone 2 to

7
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server 4, and transmits the re-measured blood glucose

level data and the answer to the questionnaire received

from server 4, to server 4 (step S13).

[0081 ] Upon reception of the re-measured blood glu-

cose level data and the answer to the questionnaire from

portable telephone 2 (step S14), server 4 again analyz-

es the received blood glucose level data, and again

makes a diagnosis of "normal", "slightly problematic",

"problematic" and "abnormal" (step S15).

[0082] Referring to Fig. 7
f
when the re-measured

blood glucose level data is diagnosed as not "abnormal"

(step S1 6), the server 4 transmits the result of diagnosis

and various advise information based on the analysis/

diagnosis to portable telephone 2 (step S17). The cus-

tomer who again transmitted the blood glucose level da-

ta from portable telephone 2 receives the result of diag-

nosis and the advice information on the retransmitted

blood glucose level data from server 4 (step S18).

[0083] When the read glucose level data is diagnosed

again as "abnormal" (step S1 6), the server 4 determines

that consultation with a physician is necessary, and

transmits the blood glucose level data that is diagnosed

to be abnormal to a contract physician/medical institu-

tion 7 that has a contract to make diagnoses on the ab-

normal blood glucose level data (step S19). When the

contract physician/medical institution 7 receives the

measurement data diagnosed to be abnormal from

server 4 (step S20), a contract physician or a physician

at the contract medical institution performs analysis and

diagnosis of the blood glucose level data (step S21).

[0084] Based on the result of diagnosis, when the

contract physician or the physician in charge determines

that emergency measures are not necessary (step

S22), the contract physician or the physician in charge

returns the result of diagnosis and advice information to

server 4 (step S23). Upon reception of the result of di-

agnosis and advise information on the abnormal blood

glucose level data from contract physician/medical in-

stitution 7 (step S24), server 4 stores the result of diag-

nosis and advise information in a customer data base

of server 4 in association with the customer profile data,

and transmits the result of diagnosis and advise infor-

mation to portable telephone 2 (step S25). The custom-

er, who has re-transmitted the blood glucose level data

from portable telephone 2, receives at portable tele-

phone 2, the result of diagnosis and advise information

from the physician, from server 4 (step S26).

[0085] When the contract physician/medical institu-

tion 7 determines, based on the result of diagnosis of

the blood glucose level data received from the server 4,

that an emergency measures must be taken (step S22),

the contract physician/medical institution 7 transmits, in

addition to the result of diagnosis and advise informa-

tion, specific emergency information including an in-

struction of a consultation at a hospital 8 in the custom-

er's neighborhood (step S27). Upon reception from the

emergency information from contract physician/medical

institution 7 (step S28), server 4 transmits an emergen-

cy notification to portable telephone 2, notifying an ur-

gent consultation at hospital 8 is necessary (step S29).

The customer who has re-transmitted the blood glucose

level data receives the emergency notification from

s server 4, at portable telephone 2 (step S30). Here, the

server 4 may be adopted to read a contact address of

the customer's family included in the customer profile

data of data base 41 , and may notify the emergency to

the family of the customer.

w [0086] Referring to Fig. 8, the server 4 that has trans-

mitted the emergency notification to portable telephone

2 transmits, based on the emergency information re-

ceived from contract physician/medical institution 7,

consultation reservation for the customer, customer da-

is ta stored in customer data base 41 , the abnormal blood

glucose level data measured this time, the result of di-

agnosis made by the contract physician/medical institu-

tion 7 and the like, to hospital 8 in the customer's neigh-

borhood designated by contract physician/medical insti-

20 tution 7 (step S31 ). Receiving the consultation reserva-

tion for the customer and customer data and the like

(step S32), the hospital 8 reserves a consultation for the

customer, and contacts to the portable telephone 2 to

urge the customer to have consultation immediately

25 (step S33). The customer, receiving the request for con-

sultation from hospital 8 (step S34), visits hospital 8 and

receives consultation (step S35).

[0087] When it is determined from the customer data

received from server 4 and the like that it is impossible

30 for the customer to visit hospital 8 by himself/herself,

hospital 8 may deliver an ambulance to the address of

the customer, based on the customer data. Hospital 8

transmits the result of consultation for the customer to

the contract physician/medical institution 7 that has

35 made initial diagnosis (step S36), and the contract phy-

sician/medical institution 7 receives the result of consul-

tation for the customer to whom consultation with hos-

pital 8 was instructed, from hospital 8 (step S37).

[0088] In this manner, a telemedicine system is real-

40 ized using the recording medium 1 in accordance with

the present invention and the portable telephone 2 con-

nectable to the network and functions as a blood glu-

cose monitoring apparatus with recording medium 1

mounted thereon.

45 [0089] Telemedicine system 200 further provides

services including provision of information on medicine

and medical equipment to customer, and advertisement

of companies manufacturing and selling such medicine

and medical equipment.

so [0090] Again referring to Fig. 8, an advertiser 9 re-

quest customer data from server 4, using a personal

computer connected to network 5, for example (step

S41). Upon reception of the request for customer data

from advertiser 9 (step S42), server 4 reads the custom-

55 er data from customer data base 41 and transmits the

read data to advertiser 9 (step S43).

[0091] Receiving the customer data from server 4

(step S44), advertiser 9 transmits, based on the blood

8
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glucose level data, medical history, past diagnosis and

the like of the customer, information on appropriate

medicine or medical equipment and company advertise-

ment of advertiser 9, to server 4 (step S45).

[0092] When server 4 receives from advertiser 9 the 5

information on medicine or medical equipment for the

customer and the company advertisement of the adver-

tiser (step S46), the server 4 transmits the received in-

formation and the customer advertisement to portable

telephone 2 of the customer (step S47). The customer J0

receives the information of the medicine or medical

equipment suitable for him/her and company advertise-

ment of the company providing the information on port-

able telephone 2 (step S48).

[0093] Though not shown, utilizing telemedicine sys- *5

tern 200, recording medium 1 may be mounted on var-

ious devices related to diabetes such as a medicine (in-

sulin) administering device or a next generation pen de-

vice, so that measurement of blood glucose level and

administration of medicine can be integrated. More spe- 20

cifically, server 4 calculates the dose of medicine to be

administered to the customer, based on the blood glu-

cose level data transmitted from portable telephone 2

and customer data stored in customer data base 41

.

Server 4 then transmits the dose data related to the cal- 25

culated dose to portable telephone 2.

[0094] Upon reception of the dose data of the medi-

cine that corresponds to the measured blood glucose

level data from server 4, portable telephone 2 transmits

the received dose data to recording medium 1 , and re- 30

cording medium 1 records and holds the received dose

data. The customer, receiving the dose data of medicine

at the recording medium 1 from server 4, mounts the

recording medium 1 to a medicine administering device

that can accommodate the recording medium 1 . Then, 35

the medicine is administered to the customer, based on

the dose data of medicine recorded on recording medi-

um 1.

[0095] The portable telephone 2 described in the em-

bodiments above may be a PDA (Personal Digital As- <o

sistance), a portable personal computer, a digital cam-

era, a portable television or other communication termi-

nal, provided that it can accommodate the recording me-

dium 1 and connectable to a network.

[0096] According to the embodiments of the present 45

invention, as the recording medium 1 is mounted on a

network connectable portable telephone 2 to be used

as a blood glucose monitoring apparatus, it becomes

possible for a diabetes patient who needs monitoring of

blood glucose level to transmit the measured blood glu- so

cose level data directory from portable telephone 2

through network 5 to a server 4 that is installed at a med-
ical institution or the like, and to receive various medical

services from server 4, through network 5.

[0097] Further, according to the embodiments of the 55

present invention, as the blood glucose level can be

monitored using recording medium 1 mounted on a

commercially available portable telephone 2 as a blood

glucose monitoring apparatus, it becomes unnecessary

to have a dedicated blood glucose monitoring appara-

tus. Therefore, a trouble such as failure in monitoring

resulting from malfunction of the dedicated blood glu-

cose monitoring apparatus can be prevented, and the

cost can also be reduced, as the dedicated blood glu-

cose monitoring apparatus is unnecessary.

[0098] Further, according to the embodiments of the

present invention, as measured blood glucose level da-

ta is directly recorded on recording medium 1, when re-

cording medium 1 is mounted on various devices related

to diabetes such as medicine (insulin) administering de-

vice or a next generation pen device, the blood glucose

level data can be shared among the devices, and very

convenient treatment of diabetes such as artificial pan-

creas that has the functions of measuring blood glucose

level and administration of medicine integrated be-

comes possible.

[0099] Further, according to the embodiments of the

present invention, the display unit of portable telephone

2 on which recording medium 1 is mounted is used as

the display unit for displaying the measured blood glu-

cose level, and the power supply battery of portable tel-

ephone 2 on which recording medium 1 is mounted is

used as an operational power supply of recording me-

dium 1, and therefore, the recording medium 1 itself

does not require any display unit or a power supply bat-

tery. Therefore, recording medium 1 itself can be made
very compact, and a blood glucose monitoring appara-

tus which is highly portable is realized.

[0100] Although the present invention has been de-

scribed and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood

that the same is by way of illustration and example only

and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and

scope of the present invention being limited only by the

terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A recording medium (1) operating mounted on a

portable terminal (2) capable of supplying power,

comprising:

a communication control unit (16) exchanging

data with said portable terminal (2);

a sensor circuit unit (1 1 ) generating a current in

accordance with a blood glucose level of taken

blood;

a signal processing unit (12) converting said

generated current to a digital data and output-

ting the data;

an electrically erasable and programmable

non-volatile memory unit (1 4) storing blood glu-

cose level data converted based on the data

output from said signal processing unit (12);

a control unit (13) converting the data output

from said signal processing unit (12) to said

9
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blood glucose level data, writing the converted

data to said memory unit (14), reading said

blood glucose level data from said memory unit

(14) and transmitting the data to said portable

terminal (2) through said communication con-

trol unit (16); and

a power supply control unit (18) receiving pow-

er from said portable terminal (2) and supplying

power to said sensor circuit unit (11 ) t said signal

processing unit (12), said memory unit (14),

said communication control unit (16) and said

control unit (1 3).

2. The recording medium (1) according to claim 1,

wherein

said portable terminal (2) transmits said

measured blood glucose level data to a server (4)

managing blood glucose level of a customer,

through a communication network (5).

3. The recording medium (1) according to claim 1 or

2, wherein

said portable terminal (2) displays said meas-

ured blood glucose level data.

4. The recording medium (1) according to any of

claims 1 to 3, wherein

said portable terminal (2) is one of a portable

telephone, a personal digital assistant and a porta-

ble personal computer.

5. A blood glucose monitoring system including

a portable terminal (2), and

a recording medium (1 ) operating mounted on

said portable terminal (2), wherein

said portable terminal (2) includes

a first communication unit (21) exchanging

data with said recording medium (1),

a power supply unit (26) supplying power to

said recording medium (1) and

a first control unit (23);

said recording medium (1) includes

a second communication control unit (16) ex-

changing data with said portable terminal (2),

a sensor circuit unit (11) generating a current

in accordance with blood glucose level of obtained

blood,

a signal processing unit (12) converting said

generated current to digital data and outputting the

digital data,

an electrically erasable and programmable

non-volatile memory unit (1 4) storing blood glucose

level data converted based on the data output from

said signal processing unit (12),

a second control unit (13) converting the data

output from said signal processing unit (12) to said

blood glucose level data and writing in said memory
unit (14), reading said blood glucose level data from

said memory unit (1 4) and transmitting the read da-

ta to said portable terminal (2) through said second

communication control unit (16), and

a power supply control unit (18) receiving

5 power from said portable terminal (2) and supplying

power to said sensor circuit unit (11), said signal

processing unit (12), said memory unit (14), said

second communication control unit (16) and said

second control unit (1 3); and
10 said first control unit (23) controls said first

communication control unit (21) when the blood glu-

cose data is received from said recording medium

0).

is 6. The blood glucose monitoring system according to

claim 5, wherein

said portable terminal (2) further includes a

third communication control unit (22) exchanging

data with a server (4) managing blood glucose level

20 of a customer through a communication network

(5); and

said first control unit (23) further applies the

blood glucose level data received from said record-

ing medium (1) to said third communication control

25 unit (22), when transmitting said blood glucose level

data to said server (4).

7. The blood glucose monitoring system according to

claim 5 or 6, wherein

30 said portable terminal (2) further includes a

display unit (24) displaying said blood glucose level

data; and

said first control unit (23) further applies the

blood glucose level data received from said record-

35 ing medium (1) to said display unit (24), when dis-

playing said blood glucose level data on said dis-

play unit (24).

8. The blood glucose monitoring system according to

40 any of claims 5 to 7, wherein

said portable terminal (2) is one of a portable

telephone, a personal digital assistant and a porta-

ble personal computer.

45

50

55
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